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Background

UK Power Networks

Who We Are
We are the UK’s biggest electricity distributor delivering
power to 8.4 million homes and business across London,
the east, and south east of England.

What We Do
We own and operate the electricity network to keep the
lights on for 19 million people across 29,250 square
kilometres and are responsible for connecting newly
installed electric vehicle charge points to the network.

Driving Innovation
We are committed to playing a leading role in supporting
the transition to Net Zero. We will do this in a way that
supports customers, by maximising the scope for
customer participation through flexibility and energy
efficiency.

Using innovation to help customers

An enabler of the low
carbon transition,
connecting electric
transport, heat,
generation at storage
at the lowest cost,
as well as ensuring
sustainability of
operations.

Future Ready

Delivering value to
customers and the
business through
innovation by
enhancing network
performance and
reliability at the
lowest possible cost.

Net Zero Ready

Efficient & effective

UK Power Networks is at the forefront of the low carbon energy revolution. Innovation has a crucial role to play in keeping
customers’ lights on. It is helping UK Power Networks prepare for a low carbon future while ensuring continued
improvements to the service customers receive today.

A future - ready
distribution system
providing new
services, to meet the
needs of tomorrow’s
customers.

Why it’s important to innovate now
There are a number of important factors now influencing how we operate as a society. UK Power Networks recognises this
and understands the need for everyone to adapt to a rapidly changing environment.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Distributed / renewable generation
Energy storage
Local energy

Net Zero
Legally binding targets by
2050, COP26 Glasgow
Climate Pact
Ban on the sale of petrol,
diesel and hybrid cars by 2035
2025 New homes: low carbon
heating & energy efficiency

Changing regulatory
environment
•
•
•
•

Market reflective returns
Greater efficiency
Managing uncertainty
Greater focus on
supporting customers in
vulnerable circumstances

Smart meters and the connected home
Micro generation / storage
Electrification of heat and transport

Digital revolution

•
•
•
•

Digitalisation
Internet of Things
Connected homes
Data: presumed
open, standardised
and visible

•
•
•
•

Evolving consumer
expectations
Affordability
Vulnerability definition
broadening
Trust and purpose
“Producers and
consumers”

Covid-19
•
•
•
•

Lives
Livelihoods
Re-imagining the “new
normal” at work and home

White Van Plan innovation project
A research project that supports the small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in their EV transition by investigating
the unique challenges and needs of this large, diverse group of vehicle operators to tailor bespoke support for them.
SUPPORTING SMEs
Making sure no one is left
behind in the EV transition

SME RESEARCH
Extensive primary and
secondary research

SEGMENTATION
Understanding the specific
needs of SME groups

IDENTIFYING
BARRIERS
Tailoring actions to
address specific barriers

UK Power Networks recognised the vulnerability of SMEs in the EV transition, particularly
hard-to-reach SMEs who are likely to struggle with transport electrification and may be left
behind in the EV transition without adequate support.

The research has analysed over 27,000 SME fleets data, reviewed over 80 documents,
engaged over 80 key stakeholders and collected over 1,200 online survey responses from
SMEs across the UK.

UK Power Networks launched this research project, White Van Plan, to deliver a first of its kind
segmentation of the SME market, investigate their specific needs and tailor support to
them in the transition to a low carbon economy.

This research focused on developing a comprehensive understanding of the SME customer
segment, understand how SMEs use vehicles, what barriers they face in transitioning to
electric mobility and how UK Power Networks can help them on this journey.

White Van Plan overview
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2
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RESEARCH

SEGMENTATION

ENGAGEMENT

BARRIERS

SOLUTIONS

Reviewed 80+
documents &
analysed a fleet
dataset of over
27,000 SMEs to
understand SMEs

Grouped SMEs
into segments
based on vehicle
usage to
investigate their
specific needs

Survey responses
from ~1,200
SMEs, over 80
key stakeholders
engaged

Identification of
the significant
barriers SMEs
face in their
transition to
electric vehicles

Creation of
actions that UK
Power Networks
can take to
alleviate barriers

White Van Plan approach
Planning & preparation
Secondary
Research

Identifying key
segmentation
parameters

• Desk-based
research

• Segmentation
‘golden rules’

• Analysis of public
data sourced from
stakeholders,
including
unpublished
material

• Initial hypotheses
for SME
archetypes

• Purchased fleet
dataset to access
greater volume of
data

Stakeholder Engagement
Primary
Research

Segmentation
of SMES

• Quantitative targeted survey for
SMEs

• Understanding
SME transport
usage

• Qualitative interviews with
SME
representative
organisations

• Identifying how
UKPN can provide
support to facilitate
SMEs’ EV
transition
• Electrification
scenarios and
geographic
mapping
• High-level
segmentation
based on power
needs

Long-term
Engagement
Strategy

SME Journey
Primary
Research

• SME stakeholder
mapping
• Long-term
engagement
strategy and plan
per SME segment

• Exploration of
whereabouts
within the SME EV
procurement
journey UKPN
should be involved
and the role they
should have
• Qualitative survey
and interviews
with SMEs with
and without EVs in
their existing fleet

WE ARE HERE

Final Results
and Insights
• Updated final
results and
learnings

• Dissemination of
relevant results to
external and
internal
stakeholders

SME customer
transport
usage

UK Power Networks SME customer population
In 2020 there were an estimated ~2.3 million SMEs within the UKPN area, including unregistered businesses. Together
these accounted for 2 million vehicles, only 3% of which are currently electric vehicles.

Proportion of SME vehicle types in UK
Power Networks areas

Map of SMEs across UK Power Networks
areas - volume breakdown

Vans make up the
majority of vehicles
expected (1.18
million), then cars
(640k), and trucks
(177k)

East (EPN): 929,644 SMEs
(40%), 834,054 vehicles
London (LPN): 800,503 SMEs
(35%), 695,059 vehicles
South east (SPN): 576,732
SMEs (25%), 471,569 vehicles

1

Vans are the most common vehicle type

4

The majority (~95%) of businesses have less than 5
employees and small or single car fleets

2

Average daily mileage increases with vehicle size

5

Distribution of vehicles largely follows distribution of
small to medium sized businesses

3

Vehicles are most frequently parked at work
premises when not in use

6

There are hotspots with much higher SME densities,
predominantly in London (e.g. City of London)

SME customer segmentation
The segmentation created SME segments
that classified specific customer archetypes
based on EV adoption and charging
behaviour.
These segments enable manageable and
effective assessments of the support
SMEs need, and how UK Power Networks
can support decarbonisation efforts by
prioritising time and resources for
engagement with SMEs.
The characteristics associated with
transport use and behaviour were: fleet
size, fleet composition, primary parking
location, and vehicle mileage.
This produced 7 SME customer segments
with a number of actionable insights.

Fleet Size

Key segmentation
characteristics

Fleet
Composition

Primary
Parking
Location

Vehicle
Mileage

SME customer segments

66%

21%

4%

6%

SEGMENT A

SEGMENT B

SEGMENT C

SEGMENT D

Car Free

Home Parker

Public Parker

Small Fleet

2%

0.2%

0.2%

SEGMENT E

SEGMENT F

SEGMENT G

Medium Work Fleet

Large Work Fleet

Heavy Duty Fleet

SME customer segment characteristics
Segment A SMEs that do not operate vehicles. Typically, the smallest

Car free

businesses in sectors that are not reliant on vehicles for
business activity.

Segment B Predominantly made up of smaller businesses that operate
cars and vans. They may be treated broadly similar to
Home
Parkers domestic customers with most charging events taking place at
home using a regular charger.

Segment C

Public
Parkers

Diverse segment with the defining characteristic of frequent
use of public parking (on street and car parks) and therefore,
its relatively greater reliance on public charging infrastructure.

1. Potential to consider shared
fleets (short term rentals) in
the future

1. Public charge points will be the
next most important after
domestic
2. Do not feel well informed
about EVs

1. Still make use of home or the
workplace charging
2. More hesitant to transition to
EVs because of reliance on
public charging

SME customer segment characteristics
Segment D

Small
fleets

SMEs who operate 1 to 4 vehicles who mainly park their
vehicles at work premises, and whose fleets are more likely to
be composed of cars and vans only.

Represents medium sized fleets (5 - 20 vehicles), including low
Segment E mileage heavy duty fleets that predominantly park at work
Medium premises. There is a notable drop in SMEs with 0 - 4
work fleet employees, however this business size still represents half of
all businesses.
Segment F

Large
work fleet

Represents the largest fleets (20+) including low mileage
heavy duty fleets that predominantly park at work premises.
Over 50% of the segment is made up of businesses with over
20 employees.

Segment G Medium to large fleets with higher shares of larger trucks and
buses that predominantly park at work premises. Despite
Heavy
duty fleet higher shares, fleets will often have a majority of cars and
vans.

1. Relatively low charging needs
2. More ambitious EV transition
timeframe

1. Higher share of larger vehicles
requiring more higher-powered
charge points

1. Expected to require installation
of multiple charge points (20+)
2. Likely to be engaged with EV
adoption
1. Higher average mileages
2. Most significant barriers to
adopting EVs
3. May consider alternatives to EV
technology

SME customer segmentation
The majority of SMEs are car free, with almost half of all vehicles being predominantly parked at home. These
customers can be thought of as similar to domestic customers, although typically with a higher mileage.
F – Large work
fleets
6k SMEs

E – Medium work
fleets
55k SMEs
D – Small fleets
145k SMEs

F – Large work
fleets
6k SMEs
G – Heavy duty vehicles
5k SMEs

E – Medium work
fleets
55k SMEs

3%

Segment A

Segment B
C – Public parkers
113k SMEs

Workplace
parkers

Segment B
Segment C

Segment C

49%

Segment D

21%

20%

B – Home parkers
574k SMEs

66%

Segment F

D – Small fleets
145k SMEs

Segment G

Segment G
A – Car free
1.66m SMEs

Segment D
Segment E

Segment E
Segment F

B – Home parkers
574k SMEs

13%

6%
4%

G – Heavy duty vehicles
5k SMEs

14%
C – Public parkers
113k SMEs

Home parkers

Public parkers

Proportion of SMEs in each segment in UK
Power Networks’ area (local units)

Proportion of vehicles in each segment in UK
Power Networks’ area

SME customer segmentation
Smaller SMEs are more likely to be car free or home parkers with over 90% of Segments A and B
comprising of the smallest SMEs (0-9 employees). This makes up 95% of all SMEs customers in UK
Power Networks’ area.
Larger SMEs are more likely to be workplace parkers with larger businesses typically more likely to
be based in commercial premises.

SME NUMBER
OF EMPLOYEES

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Car
Free

Home
Parking

Public
Parking

Small
Fleets

Medium
Fleets

Large
Fleets

Heavy Duty
Vehicles

0 to 4
69%
21%
4%
4%
1%
0.10%
0.10%
5 to 9
43%
19%
9%
20%
8%
0.30%
1%
10 to 19
33%
22%
10%
18%
15%
1%
1%
20 to 49
8%
30%
13%
19%
24%
5%
2%
50 to 99
8%
29%
15%
15%
21%
11%
2%
100 to 249
5%
27%
18%
15%
18%
15%
2%
Total Share of SMEs 66%
21%
4%
6%
2%
0.20%
0.20%
Total SMEs Count
1,659,291
537,294
113,300
144,839
54,679
5,621
5,422

SME customers &
their attitudes
to switching
to EVs

Common characteristics of SMEs
White Van Plan has highlighted that SMEs have common characteristics and key factors that shape their decision making,
and that are important to recognise when planning and carrying out engagement with SMEs.

VALUE OF TIME
•
•
•
•
•
•

INFORMATION & MESSAGING

Time-limited
Limited bandwidth and resource constrained
Like to find things themselves
“Best users of their own time”
Careful consideration on decision making
Focused on short term concerns – more reactive than proactive

TOPIC OF CONCERN
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Receive information from trusted sources
Tailored, relevant information, simple, clear messaging
Like to have a problem solved
Regional focus is very important
Growing importance of digital comms
Learning from other SMEs – best practices

ENVIRONMENTAL SENTIMENT

Costs and savings
Interested in opportunities and benefits
Cautious about big investments given limited spare capital
Sceptical / mistrusting based on experience
Risk averse
Necessity for a concrete framework / certainty of policy vision

• Care about the environment
• Environmental concerns need to have a cost saving and easily fit
with SME operations
• Unsure how to decarbonise or where to start. Need easy to follow
steps to make the process painless
• Open to innovation if rational and/or saves costs

OUTSIDE INFLUENCES
• Main focus is on surviving outside influences, e.g. heavily impacted by COVID-19 pandemic and Brexit is a continuing prominent issue
• Government policy drivers on a national, regional and local scale
• Perceived operational suitability of new technologies

SME attitudes to EV transition
% of respondents

Survey responses for ambition to switch 50% and 100% of fleet
100%
50%
100%

77% of SMEs surveyed plan to transition
their fleet to 100% electric by 2030,
compared to 79% planning to transition at
least 50% of their fleet over the same time
period.

50%

0%
2020

2025

2030

Electrification is very important for fleetfocused sectors (i.e. sectors particularly
reliant on vehicles).

Electrification timeframe

Survey responses for ambition to switch 100% of fleet (cars and vans only)

Respondents from segments D, E, F & G,
typically larger businesses with larger fleets,
have more ambitious plans for fleet
electrification.
Those with heavier (larger) vehicles
(segments F and G) are typically more
hesitant to commit to EVs due to the lack
of suitable vehicles on the market or
uncertainty around the role of other
alternative fuels to EVs.

SME attitudes to electricity usage
Through the White Van Plan research, insights into SME electricity usage and attitudes towards energy efficiency
measures were collected:

Sustainability
▪ There is growing interest in
sustainability and clean
energy within SME
representative organisations.
▪ Corporate social responsibility
and the “cultural” aspect of
cleaner energy sources are
important to SMEs.
▪ Major drivers for SMEs with
respect to cleaner energy
usage are reducing costs and
going green.

Innovation
▪ Certain sectors, Agriculture in
particular, are keen to move
into innovative areas.
▪ This can provide opportunities
with respect to EVs and
charging infrastructure, along
with more innovative energyrelated measures.

Energy awareness
▪ There are major differences
between energy-intensive and
non-energy-intensive industries,
with more intensive sectors such as
Manufacturing and Mining &
quarrying being more aware of their
energy use.
▪ Energy is noted as being a
potentially complicated landscape
for SMEs to understand,
particularly with the range of
options available to them e.g. EVs,
Terms of Use (ToU) tariffs and
smart technologies.

SME barriers & drivers of EV transition

Addressing barriers will
help accelerate SME
adoption of electric
vehicles.

SMEs currently have
varying levels of ambition
in terms of EV transition,
based on their perceived
barriers, (internal &
external) and when / how
they think these will be
overcome.

The White Van Plan has
identified the most significant
barriers for SME transition to
EVs and the following slides
present the barriers and drivers
with the greatest impact on
SMEs, how these impact
different segments and how UK
Power Networks’ (and wider)
solutions can be mapped to
address these.

Drivers for SMEs to transition to electric vehicles
INTERNAL DRIVERS
•

EXTERNAL DRIVERS

•

Wider opportunities associated with EVs and
charging (potential revenue streams)
Operational benefits

•
•
•

Leveraging potential commercial advantages
Cost savings
Opportunities to generate new investment

•
•

Sustainability & environment as business values
Corporate social responsibility
Drivers that UKPN can directly
address through new and existing
actions / solutions / offerings

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Decarbonisation efforts led by representative
organisations
United Nations Climate Change conference
Supply chains going green
National policy (2030 ICEV sales ban)
Openness to innovation and new business
models post-COVID
Local policy – CAZs, scrappage schemes
Availability of incentives and grants

Green agenda and green revolution
Demand for sustainable business

Drivers that UKPN can influence
through engagement / collaboration
with other stakeholders

Drivers that UKPN should be aware of
due to their role in inhibiting SME EV
adoption, but that UKPN has little
control / influence over

UK Power
Networks high
influence

UK Power
Networks low
influence

Drivers for SMEs to transition to electric vehicles
INTERNAL DRIVERS
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

EXTERNAL DRIVERS

Lack of awareness of potential cost savings
Perceived lack of charging infrastructure
Perceived lack of network capacity to charge
electric vehicles
Lack of usable clear guidance
Education on electric vehicles
Perception of limited range not meeting
operational needs
Access to funding or finance
No one-size-fits-all fleet transition solution

EVs being low priority for the business
Resistance to behavioural changes
Too resource constrained to explore new tech
Drivers that UKPN can directly
address through new and existing
actions / solutions / offerings

•
•

Charging for larger or specialist vehicles
Reliance on data / information from the media

•
•
•
•
•

Availability of public charging facilities
Freedom to install charging infrastructure (for
example at rented properties)
Local policy and bureaucracy
Lack of certainty of technology roadmap
Time taken to charge for vehicle operations

•
•
•
•

Upfront cost of vehicles
Suitability for larger and specialist vehicles
Effects of COVID-19 and political environment
Limited second-hand market for EVs

Drivers that UKPN can influence
through engagement / collaboration
with other stakeholders

Drivers that UKPN should be aware of
due to their role in inhibiting SME EV
adoption, but that UKPN has little
control / influence over

UK Power
Networks high
influence

UK Power
Networks low
influence

10 main barriers to SME EV transition
DRIVERS

BARRIERS

1

Cost of EVs vs. internal
combustion engine vehicles
(ICEVs)

2

Challenging economic and
financial climate for SMEs

3

Limited understanding of
charging requirements –
installation process, charger
location, charger suitability and
network constraints

4

Lack of access to clear,
useable, tailored guidance to
assist full fleet EV transition

5

Cost of workplace or depot
charging – infrastructure and
connections perspective

SEGMENTS

•
•
•

SMEs are driven by short term benefits rather than long term savings
SMEs are very cost conscious
Investing in EVs is seen as risky and not cost-effective by SMEs

• All SMEs

•

A lasting impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is that SMEs are more
focused on business survival than investing in new technologies (EVs)
SMEs are resource constrained and do not prioritise exploration of new
technologies if these are not business-critical or do not produce
tangible benefits to those experienced in the short term

• All SMEs
• Smaller SMEs (segments B, C & D) are
especially vulnerable to the disruption due
to COVID-19 and have lower ability to
invest in non-business critical initiatives

•
•

SMEs do not have time to research new technologies
SMEs frequently perceive network capacity to be limited, which can be
a contributor to overall negative perceptions about EVs

• All SMEs experience varying levels of
confusion with respect to understanding of
charging requirements

•
•

SMEs value information that is tailored to their needs
Some SMEs are unaware of the stakeholders involved in transitioning
their fleets

• All SMEs value guidance and case studies
for successful transition
• Especially prevalent with smaller SMEs
such as Segments B and D

•

SMEs are very cost conscious and hesitant to invest in new
technologies without certainty that the technology or policy direction will
not change
SMEs do not fully understand the cost saving options available to them
for both infrastructure and connections

• All SMEs are affected by charging costs
• Costs increase as fleet size or vehicle size
increases (Segments E, F & G)

•

•

• Smaller SMEs are particularly cost
conscious (Segments B, C & D)

10 main barriers to SME EV transition
DRIVERS

BARRIERS
•

6

(Perceived) limitations of the public
charging network and negative
perception of multiple contracts required
for different public charging networks

•

7

Lack of understanding / awareness of
technical / commercial solutions
available to reduce connection costs; and
suitability of these to individual SMEs

8

Differences between EV & ICEV
operation not fully understood resulting in
perceived lack of vehicle suitability

•

9

Reliance on larger/specialist vehicles
that have less suitable alternatives
and require more expensive, higherpowered charging infrastructure to
charge vehicles in time

•

10

More limited public charger provision
in rural locations; potential for higher
connection costs from more extensive
civil works

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

SEGMENTS

SMEs often rely on dated information and negative press articles
not from unreliable or misinformed sources
SMEs value vehicle operations being as similar as possible to
ICEV usage

• Segment C
• SMEs in other segments will also
likely use public charging

SMEs are time-limited and do not have the resource to assess
their suitability to network solutions
SMEs are unaware of who to contact to assist with their EV
transition

• SMEs in different customer
segments are suited to different UK
Power Networks solutions

Duty cycles of some SME fleets can limit the amount of
opportunities they have to charge their vehicles
SMEs do not fully understand the differences between EV and
ICEV operation

• Larger fleets and larger vehicle
types (Segments E, F and G)

Some SMEs utilise larger or specialist vehicles, for which there
are few suitable electric options currently available
SMEs need certainty before investing in new technology
SMEs are cost conscious

• Segment G particularly impacted
• Segment F also comprising larger
vehicles
• Some SMEs in other segments that
utilise larger vehicles

SMEs located in rural locations perceive suitability of EVs to their
operations to be limited
SME perception of higher connection costs in rural areas can
deter them from transitioning their fleets

• Some SMEs in each segment

Key themes of SME barriers to EV transition
Although all the barriers presented previously should be recognised and addressed as far as possible, the
key barriers can be categorised into three overarching themes which should be prioritised in the near
term as these have the greatest potential to increase uptake of EVs by SMEs. The following slides
summarise how UK Power Networks could take steps to breaking down these barriers.

COST

• Cost of EVs vs. internal
combustion engine
vehicles (ICEVs)
• Cost of workplace / depot
charging – infrastructure
and connections
perspective

INFRASTRUCTURE

AWARENESS

• Perceived limitations of
public charging

• Limited understanding of
charging requirements

• Reliance on
larger/specialist vehicles
that have less alternatives

• Lack of access to clear,
useable, tailored guidance

• Limited public charging in
rural areas

• Perceived lack of vehicle
suitability

Mapping actions & solutions to barriers
DOMESTIC
CHARGING:

UK Power Networks can address the range of barriers faced by SMEs in different segments,
through a combination of existing services and new solutions for future development.

Possible UKPN Actions

Problem / Barrier
•
Domestic network connection
costs may be high for SMEs,
which can be a deterrent

Local authority legislative
barriers, and administrative
burden for SMEs, to installing
on-street domestic charge
points

High impact on segment

Impact on Segment EV uptake

Promote existing and explore new flexibility and
smart charging services.

B

C

D

Provide guidance on how to upgrade a domestic
connection to three phase connection may help to
facilitate the take-up of larger EVs.

E

F

G

•

Support local partners to promote maps of charge
points and information for requesting on-street points
in locations where domestic parking is on-street.

B

C

D

•

Work with local partners to identify optimum
locations for on-street infrastructure.

E

F

G

•

Medium impact on segment

Low impact on segment

Mapping actions & solutions to barriers
PUBLIC
CHARGING:

UK Power Networks can address the range of barriers faced by SMEs in different segments,
through a combination of existing services and new solutions for future development.

Problem / Barrier
Uncertainty both short term and
long term around availability of
public charge points

Lack of public rural charging,
and perceived limited availability
of higher powered public
charging

Network constraints at public
charging hubs (high density of
rapid charge points)

High impact on segment

Possible UKPN Actions
•

Continue to raise awareness through network
capacity mapping and open data.

•

Further develop and expand existing network data
resources, e.g. Distributed Generation (DG) Mapping
Tool and Electric Vehicle Connections in London.

•

Continue to support local partners with resources
advising where there is available capacity on the
network to install charge points and the most costeffective ways to install charging infrastructure.

•

Share research insight on where infrastructure may
best serve SMEs.

Medium impact on segment

Low impact on segment

Impact on Segment EV
uptake

B

C

D

E

F

G

Mapping actions & solutions to barriers
WORKPLACE
CHARGING:

UK Power Networks can address the range of barriers faced by SMEs in different segments,
through a combination of existing services and new solutions for future development.

Problem / Barrier
Cost of workplace charging
infrastructure – lack of awareness of
cost saving options, installation
costs, and higher costs for higher
powered chargers

Limited information specific to
individual SMEs - highly variable
depending on location and SME fleet
operation

Possible UKPN Actions
•

Promote existing and explore new flexibility and
smart charging services.

•

Provide guidance on building management
solutions (i.e. co-schedule HVAC control and EV
charging) and battery storage systems, which can
help to manage total workplace site electricity
demand.

•

Integrate charging demand of SMEs from White Van
Plan into existing UKPN network capacity map.

•

Work with representative organisations to identify
SMEs with fleets well suited to technical solutions /
flexibility services.

•
High impact on segment

Provide information via a UKPN hub.

Medium impact on segment

Low impact on segment

Impact on Segment EV
uptake

B

C

D

E

F

G

B

C

D

E

F

G

Mapping actions & solutions to barriers
WORKPLACE UK Power Networks can address the range of barriers faced by SMEs in different segments,
Workplace chring
CHARGING: through a combination of existing services and new solutions for future development.
Problem / Barrier
Limited space at workplace locations
and depots for larger fleets, which will
require more charge points and greater
power capacity
General perception of insufficient
network capacity, with charging
infrastructure for site-based / rural
locations believed to be particularly
problematic
High power requirements of specialist
vehicle fleets for daily operations

High impact on segment

Possible UKPN Actions
•

Explore further feasibility of connecting larger
depots using results from UKPN projects (e.g.
Optimise Prime), supporting SMEs, particularly
those with larger fleets to identify specific needs
of transitioning and how these can fulfilled.

•

Explore how smart network flexibility solutions
like Active Response could be used to reduce
reinforcement costs for charger deployments in
depot / fleet locations.

•

Share information / guidance on battery storage
systems, flexibility services and smart charging
options.

Medium impact on segment

Low impact on segment

Impact on Segment EV
uptake

B

C

D

E

F

G

SME adoption
& charging
demand

SME EV adoption
EV uptake rates by vehicle type and segment in 2021, 2025 and 2030

The penetration of total EVs (BEVs and PHEVs)
overall and into the fleets of each segment, plus the
share of different electric vehicle types into the total fleet
is summarised below.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

Across the UK Power Networks area, there will be an
estimated 165,000 electric vehicles operated by SMEs
in 2025, rising to 590,000 in 2030. Over half of these will
be electric vans, closely followed by electric cars, and
then much fewer trucks (around 2%). This is equal to
about a third of the total vehicle fleet in 2030.
Proportions of electric cars, vans and trucks and non plug-in vehicles to 2030
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2021 cars

2021 vans

2025 cars
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2025 trucks

2030 cars

2030 vans
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G

The segments which predominantly use workplace
charging have the highest overall uptake rates,
while those who predominantly make use of public
charging have the lowest, likely to be related to
uncertainty of access of public charge points in
the future.
2025

Electric Cars

Electric Vans

Electric Trucks

2030

Non plug-in vehicles

SME charging demand
Daily GWh per vehicle type across all electric vehicles in the
UK Power Networks area

The distribution of total energy demand in 2030
between each segment is generally aligned with
fleet size of each segment, also factoring in the
relative EV uptake rates and vehicle types.
Total energy consumption per segment and vehicle type
(GWh per day) in 2030

The electricity demand development between 20202030 for all SMEs is shown, with an increase from
4GWh each day in 2025 to just over 14GWh in 2030.
Annually, this equates to ~1,050 GWh in 2025 and
3,668 GWh in 2030.
Demand from electric vans makes up over half of all electricity demand from the SME fleet, while
cars form a relatively smaller share (30%) when considering the share of electric cars in the fleet. This
relates to the lower average mileages and better efficiencies of cars compared to vans and trucks.
The opposite can be said for the share of electricity demand for trucks (7%) which is greater than the
share of electric trucks in the fleet.

SME charging demand by geography
In line with the distribution of the current SME population and vehicle numbers, the largest electric vehicle fleet is
expected to develop in EPN because this licence area contains the most vehicles, although currently EV adoption
rates are highest in LPN, followed by EPN and then SPN.
The daily energy demand from all EVs in 2025 and 2030 across UK Power Networks’ area are presented below. The
largest share of electricity demand is predicted to follow vehicle numbers.
Daily energy demand per MSOA from EVs in 2025

Daily energy demand per MSOA from EVs in 2030

SME charging demand by location / time
The lowest electricity demand is derived from the public
charge points.
For cars and vans the split between home and work charging is
relatively even, however for trucks, work is the dominant
location.
Charging energy by segment and location

SMEs in Segment B are most likely to charge at home for cars
and vans, while Segment C businesses are most likely to
charge in public and Segments D, E, F, and G are most likely
to charge at the workplace.
Across all segments, trucks are typically more likely to be
charged at work and in public compared to cars and vans.

Charging energy by vehicle type and location

There is a preference for day time charging at the workplace,
while evening and night charging is preferred at home.
Public charging is relatively evenly spread across the day.
Each segment sees an evening peak in charging demand,
which is particularly pronounced for Segment B. Charging in
the morning and afternoon is relatively more common in other
segments, reflecting the increase in charging events at the
workplace.

Charging energy by time of day and location

SME charging demand by location / time
Daily energy demand from charger types, per vehicle type in 2030

The proportion of rapid charging increases with vehicle size,
with trucks assumed to only use rapid chargers at work and in
public due to the large battery capacities.
Vans, particularly those charging at the workplace, use an even
split of regular chargers (used for depot-based charging
overnight or during the day) and rapid chargers (used during
operation time of vehicles).
The breakdown of electricity demand in 2030 from each charger
type in 2030 can be summarised as:

Proportion of charging energy by charger type and segment

•

A majority of cars are expected to utilise regular chargers.

•

A larger proportion of van charging events are projected to
use rapid chargers.

•

All truck charging events are expected to use rapid chargers.

•

~26% of total energy demand via rapid chargers is expected
to be used for trucks, despite them only making up 2% of the
predicted 2030 fleet.
Variation between segments are due to the different proportions
of vehicle types and charging locations. Public parkers and
SMEs with heavy duty vehicles in their fleets are more likely to
see higher use of rapid chargers.

Engaging
with SMEs

Good practice & lessons learned
This study has revealed key factors to consider in order to effectively engage with SMEs, regarding the
length, topics and channels of communication. Lessons learned are provided below.

SMEs are the
‘best users of
their own time’
– a centralised
source allows
SMEs to carry
out research in
their own time

Smaller
businesses
value publicly
available
information
from trusted
sources e.g.
representative
organisations

SME
representative
organisations
provide a very
effective
means of
engaging
SMEs

SMEs trust
learnings from
others like
them so case
studies are a
great way to
engage them

SME-wide
organisations
and local
authorities are
keen to assist
SMEs with
decarbonisation
and should be
engaged

Having to
navigate
impacts of
COVID-19 and
Brexit is limiting
capacity for
SMEs to engage
on other topics

Sharing
existing
learnings with
representative
organisations
can increase
their interest in
collaboration

Relevance is
more important
than frequency
of comms; make
comms
sector/region
specific to
engage SMEs

Events and
webinars are a
great way for
SMEs to network
and be informed
on topics they
aren’t familiar
with

A primary
focus for SMEs
is costs and
cost savings –
frame
messaging
around these
elements

SME
representative
organisations
most commonly
use email and
digital
newsletters to
engage their
members

Frame
engagement
around cost
savings,
barriers and
challenges for
difficult to
decarbonise
sectors

Good practice & lessons learned
The key stakeholders that need to be involved in assisting SMEs in their EV transition are presented below.

Two-way engagement
UK Power
Networks
•

•

Seeking to
support
SMEs in
their
transition to
low carbon
transport
Providing
resources
focused on
the EV
journey for
SMES

Sector-specific
representative
organisations

SME representative
organisations
•

E.g. Federation for
Small Businesses

•

Provide the key
link between
UKPN and SME
customers

•

•

Most proactive,
having dedicated
communication
strategies
Greatest reach of
SMEs, UKPN can
influence this
group – provide
tailored information
focused on EV
transitions

Higher influence and
access to SMEs

•

•

•

E.g. British
Independent
Retailers
Association,
Logistics UK, UK
Hospitality
Work closely with
SMEs and are
aware of sector
specific challenges
– key link to specific
sectors, providing
tailored information
UKPN can
influence this
group – provide
tailored information
focused on EV
transitions

Local level
stakeholders
•

E.g. local
authorities, Growth
Hubs and LEPs

•

Engage with SMEs
on a local scale –
valuable contacts
for running
workshops

•

Smaller network of
SME contacts

•

Greater
understanding of
local challenges
and opportunities

•

UKPN should
keep this group
informed and
draw on support
where needed

Others
•

E.g. Zero Carbon
Business, British
Chambers of
Commerce

•

Engage with SMEs
on a national scale
– can provide
insight on barriers,
opportunities and
quick wins

•

•

Not SME-specific
but active in policy
development and
highly engaged
UKPN should
keep this group
informed and
draw on support
where needed

Lower influence and
access to SMEs

SME Customers
•

•

•
•

Key target of
engagement,
but minimal
direct contact
from UKPN
Prefer trusted
sources, and
conduct their
own research
Time poor
Value in case
studies

SME key information needs
The White Van Plan primary research identified the key topics of information that SMEs are seeking with respect to EV
transition. Generally the type of information is consistent across all the segments although there is some variation
associated with charging location, business type and fleet size.

Charge point
connections and
installation
process

General
information on
energy efficiency /
cost saving
options

Tailored
information for
workplace,
domestic and
public locations.
Highlight UKPN’s
role.
Relevant for all
segments.

Information on
energy efficiency
and cost savings
beyond EVs.
Relevant for all
segments.

Opportunities for
destination
charging

Adapting to EVs

Information on the
second hand EV
market

For customers as
well as employees.
Particularly
relevant for
segments C, D, E,
F and G.

Provide tips and
benefits from other
SMEs who have
already
transitioned.
Particularly
relevant for
segments C, E, F
and G.

Particularly
relevant for
segments A, C, E,
F and G.

White Van
Plan next
steps

How UK Power Networks help SMEs
Following on from the White Van Plan research, UK Power Networks can already take steps to assist SME customers.

£££

Promote and raise awareness
of the potential network
solutions suitable to each
SME customer segment,
focusing on cost savings to
SMEs.

Establish an SME EV
information / knowledge
hub on UK Power Networks’
website, providing
information on charging and
connection options.

Develop a clear, concise,
easy to follow charging
infrastructure journey /
connections guide for each
SME customer segment, and
when and how to contact
UKPN.

Develop case studies of
successful SME EV
transition and charger
installation, highlighting
benefits of engaging with
UKPN (e.g. cost efficiencies).
Share these via SME
representative
organisations and the UKPN
SME EV information hub.

Promote UKPN’s role in
SME fleet electrification via
participation in
decarbonisation-focused
groups led by representative
organisations of SMEs,
ensuring UK Power Networks
is at the forefront of SME
fleet electrification.

Explore development of new
UK Power Networks
services that may be of
interest to third parties;
service propositions or
service packages that
increase the number of ways
that SMEs can take part in
the flexibility market through
third parties.

How UK Power Networks help SMEs
Following on from the White Van Plan research, UK Power Networks can already take steps to assist SME
customers.
Build on UK Power Networks’ existing
work with local authorities to influence
local authorities to proactively ensure the
charging needs of SMEs are considered in
infrastructure planning; develop
relationships with Local Enterprise
Partnerships and Growth Hubs.

Coordinate internally within UK Power
Networks to apply learnings from the
White Van Plan to other initiatives aiming
to benefit UK Power Networks’
customers.

Explore the potential to undertake trials
or projects focusing on the challenges
pertaining to EV transition in rural areas,
and the innovative solutions that could
provide benefits to SMEs in these areas.

Collaborate with charge point
operators developing charging solutions
for heavier vehicles to better understand
the role of the DNO in facilitating uptake
of larger electric vehicles in SME fleets.

Top actions to assist SMEs in 2022

Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

Action 4

Share key
findings with the
industry

Continue
engagement with
representative
organisations of
SMEs

Establish a
tailored SME EV
information /
knowledge hub

Host SME
roadshows to
provide tailored
advice

How UK Power Networks can help today
If you have any questions about electric vehicles,
installing a charger, smart technology or how UKPN
can help, please click here.
To find out more about what different types of charge
point are available, you can click here.
Click on these links if you have any questions about
how to install a charger at your home or business, or
along a public highway, or how to install larger or
multiple chargers.

If you’d like to find out
more about the White Van
Plan project, click here

Please click if you are interested in finding out
more about smart connection options, or vehicleto-grid (V2G) charge points.

Look out for more information like this coming soon in 2022 to the UK Power Networks EV information hub

